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Issues and Concerns: 
 

 Accurate determination of transfer capability is critical to bulk power system 

reliability because many basic reliability measures and requirements are based on 

assumed power transfer capability limits. 

 

 Comparing real-time system conditions and corresponding study (power flow) 

models for summer operating conditions has demonstrated that forecasted power transfer 

levels based on theses study models were not achieved during peak or near-peak load 

conditions.  This is due to the inaccuracies in the reactive power assumptions and data 

used in the study models. 

 

As generation is added or retired and other system changes occur in the future, there may 

be increased reactive requirements placed on the bulk power system to support higher 

load growth or higher power transfers. Where degradation in bulk power system voltage 

performance is the result of local energy demand growth it may be mitigated through 

application of transmission owners’ voltage and reactive design criteria, Where voltage 

criteria results limit power transfer requirements to meet NYSRC reliability standards 

reliability needs may be identified through the CRP RNA. 

 

 
 



 

Scope 
 

Maintaining the transfer capability of the NYCA bulk power system is critical to 

the reliability of the NYCA. 

Therefore, the mission of the Reactive Power Working Group is to: 

1. Review the adequacy of the method used for the voltage performance assessment 

methodology for the NYCA bulk transmission system. 

2. Identify reactive power modeling inaccuracies in the forecasting process, and 

implement improvements or offer recommendations for improvement to help 

assure better forecasts and more accurate models for system studies. 

3. Evaluate the applicability of results from the NYISO Load Power Factor 

Assessment Phase 2 Study. 

4. Review potential voltage degradation problems  that reduce power transfer 

capabilities and, in turn, may result in reliability criteria violations (e.g., LOLE, 

etc.), and that are not addressed by existing TO operating and planning criteria.  

These issues should be forwarded to SOAS and/or TPAS as appropriate. 

5. Review solutions for voltage criteria violations. 

6. Propose additional planning or operating reactive power criteria if required 

7. If needed, propose reactive reserve requirement criteria and compliance 

measurements for the sources of reactive supply as well as the demand for 

reactive support.  These definitions should take into account the use of reactive 

devices on the bulk power system to either support existing transfer levels and/or 

to support native load requirements. 

  

It is important to assess the impact of new technologies in operating and planning 

the NYCA system from a voltage/reactive point of view. In particular, the feasibility of 

including voltage constraints in the commitment and dispatch of the NYCA system 

should be evaluated. 

 



Deliverables 
 

The Group will provide ongoing updates to the NYISO Transmission Planning 

and System Operation Advisory Subcommittees.  The Group will provide a status of its 

initial findings and recommendations in a report to the TPAS and SOAS by June 30, 

2006.   


